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Chifley Level 1 opens next Monday, just a few last minute matters to be resolved. 
Thank you to everyone for your patience and contribution and patience.

SIS News
 
Staff meeting 
Wednesday 23 October 2019
McDonald Room Menzies Library
Come and meet the new Chief Operating Officer 
and enjoy morning tea and discussions with your 
colleagues. There will be a report on Data and 
text Mining as well as regular reports.”
 
 
SIS SYMPOSIUM!  Congratulations to 
Samantha, her team and all the presenters and 
contributors to the Symposium. It was a great 
success. Thanks to Rachel for providing the 
results of “build your happy place – in 2 minutes”
 
Patrick Byrnes:
“A Flux Capacitor, which as I’m sure everyone 
knows, allows people to time travel, so they can 
go to any library, at any time or place in history. 
And, mine actually works! But you probably took 
it apart, so I can’t really demonstrate it! ☺”

 
Anne Newton:
“I was attempting to build the double decker sofa 
as a tribute to the Lego movie, but also 
replicating the setting for the porch swing we 
have in our front yard. There was also going to 
be a garden, but judging from how it went I would 
have needed Patrick’s time machine to be able to 
build that before I died of old age.”

 
Patrick and Anne did a great job demonstrating 
LEGO Serious Play. We all look forward to 
results of the student project on Hancock level 1.
 
A big fortnight for archives.  Three 
fascinating events occurred:

• Canberra launch of Court as archive 
ANU Press book

• Digging Where We Stand: Social 
Movement Activists and the ‘‘Inevitably 
Political Craft” of Archiving and History-
Making

• Annual Noel Butlin lecture – Prof Jenny 
Hocking gave a brilliant and powerful 
lecture Archival Secrets and Hidden 
Histories focusing on the papers around 
the Whitlam Dismissal, her analysis, 
insights from Kerr papers and case that 
she is brining in the High Court for 
access to the Place papers – 
correspondence between the Governor 
General and the Queen, her official 
secretary and Prince Charles.

 
Rare books collection moves.  Despite 
extraordinary challenges the move of Rare 
Books (not including theses and ANU Press 
titles) to level 4 in the Menzies Library has 
commenced. This will significantly improves the 
environmental conditions and reduces the 
flooding risk.  Challenges have included:

• The Menzies Lift has been frequently 
out of Order

• Relocation – approximately 65% of the 
collection has been relocated – the 
remaining materials will take 
approximately three full working days –
assuming a fully functioning lift.

• Allied Pickford’s will be unable to attend 
until Monday 16 September at the 
earliest. This is due to now insufficient 
lead time to have staff in place this 
week.

• Shelving on walls has been braced – 
however an additional bracket was 
required

• Additional shelving had to be found
• Removal of white boards was required 2
•  
• Consideration of fire door and light 

exposure for this un- doored entry way 
was required

• Replacing of ceiling tiles where gaps 
are and tiles with noticeable water 
damage was required

Well done to everyone who is helping, ably let by 
Tom and Diane. Fingers crossed that the book 
move completes next week

Cleaning the shelves
 
Ms Leah Kalamorah. Our deepest 
condolences to the family of Leah Kalamorah, 
who was University Librarian at UPNG. She was 
a great role model and strong advocate in PNG 
and the region. Menzies Library staff very much 
enjoyed conversations with her when she visited 
in mid 2018.
 
Archives hosts visit from 
AIATSIS. Sarah reports “Last week we 
hosted AIATSIS staff and some of their visitors 
who were part of their Paper and Talk workshop. 
The visitors were members of the Ngunnawal 
and Yorta Yorta people who spent a productive 
afternoon looking at the Indigenous language 
material in the Marie Reay papers.”

 
Bonus plus.  The Bonus annual report is now 
out for 2018.

2018 Summary
Requests made 68,423
Requests fulfilled 63,759
Fulfillment Rate – 
consistently very high 
each year

93.18%

 
Throughout 2018, there were 14 members of 
BONUS+ libraries, located in New Zealand (2), 
ACT (1), and five Australian states: Western 
Australia (1), Queensland (1), Tasmania (1), New 
South Wales (4), and Victoria (4).
In late 2018, University of Sydney Library left 
BONUS+, as it was migrating to Proquest’s 
ALMA, which has not yet developed its APIs to 
connect to BONUS+. Victoria University Library 
also left December 2018 - February 2019, due to 
budgetary reasons.
 
CAUL.

• CQUniversity - Shaune Sinclair has 
moved to a new leadership position and 
Anita Brown will be the CQUniversity 
CAUL representative

• At QUT Kim Lewin, Associate Director – 
Library, has been appointed to the 
interim UL position for approximately 6 
months

• congratulations to Dr Alex Byrne - 
awarded Chevalier de l’Ordre des Artes 
et des Lettres, a prestigious French 
cultural honour in recognition of his 
international work to advance libraries.

 
From the Office of the National 
Data Commissioner

• Discussion Paper released for public 
comment. The Discussion Paper is the 
next step towards reforming the way 
public sector data is shared and used. 
We want to know your views on how 
these proposed reforms are progressing 
to enable safe sharing of data to deliver 
benefits to the community. Find out 
more...

• ·      Embedding a privacy by design 
approach in how we develop 
legislation. Privacy has been front of 
mind for the Office of the National Data 
Commissioner (ONDC) since our 
creation a year ago. The proposed Data 
Sharing and Release legislation will 
change the way the Australian 
Government handles data, including 
personal information. Find out more...

 
Copyright.

• IP Australia Indigenous Knowledge 
Consultation Report released: 
Protection of Indigenous Knowledge in 
the Intellectual Property System. The 
report summarises responses to the 
proposed initiatives outlined in the 
Consultation paper across the 
consultation roundtables, survey 
responses and written submissions. 
 The Government’s response to the 
House of Representatives inquiry 
into the growing presence of 
inauthentic Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander ‘style’ art and crafts 
will also inform the future policy work 
and development of the proposals in IP 
Australia’s report. ADA made a joint 
submission with the Australian 
Libraries Copyright Committee (ALCC) 
to the consultation supporting more 
effective recognition and protection of 
Indigenous Cultural Intellectual Property 
(ICIP) and expressing concern that that 
copyright and other areas of IP in their 
current form are not appropriate to 
protect ICIP.

 
Digitisation .The September digitisation 
newsletter is online now. Great work everyone.
 
Visitors from Universidad 
Nacional Autonoma de Mexico. 
Earlier this month we had visitors from the 
Mexican Embassy and the Universidad Nacional 
Autonoma de Mexico (UNAM). They enjoyed 
visiting with Chifley Library staff and the various 
Spanish and Latin American parts of the 
collection. Collections and collaboration were 
discussed.

L-R: Eduardo Peña Haller (Mexican 
Ambassador), Pablo Mendoza Ruiz (UNAM), 
Noel Campbell (Associate Director, Australian 
National Centre for Latin American Studies; and 
former Australian Ambassador to Mexico), Dr. 
Guillermo Pulido Gonzalez (Director, Mexican 
Studies Centre, UNAM), A/Prof Vladimir 
Canudas Romo (ANU School of Demography), 
Rebecca Barber, Ana Maria Manzano, Alejandro 
Alcalde Mendez (Embassy of Mexico in 
Australia).
 
October is Breast Cancer Awareness 
Month and this year ANU Library will be 
holding an event to raise money to aid 
them with their research into this 
disease.
 

Save the Date - Pink Ribbon Morning 
Tea
Tuesday 22 October 2019 at 10.30am
McDonald Room, Menzies Library

• All Welcome
• Entry by gold coin donation
• Prize for the Pinkest Person 

Competition
• Raffle baskets

Library contacts: Candida Spence & 
Wan Chitravas
 
Text book merger. The Australian 
Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) 
is seeking views on the proposed merger 
between Cengage Learning Holdings II, Inc. 
(Cengage) and McGraw-Hill Education, Inc. 
(McGraw-Hill) (the proposed acquisition).
 
 
Roxanne Missingham
University Librarian
 
 
SIS End of year event
Meredith and the team are seeking your ideas – 
but most importantly put the date in your diary!
 
 
When? THURSDAY 5th DECEMBER 2.30 to 
4.30 PM
Where? Springbank and Canberry Rooms, 
Crawford School
 
Events
 
 
Designing the Archive: International 
Council on Archives (ICA), Pacific 
Regional Branch of ICA, the 
Australian Society of Archivists and 
the Archives and Records 
Association of New Zealand 
conference
DATE: 21-25 October 2019
VENUE:  Adelaide.
See more online
 
 
Australian Research Data 
Commons
 

Learnings from 
Australia’s inaugural 
eResearch Skilled 
Workforce Summit
Read more
 

Supporting The 
Carpentries
Read more

ANU Press and Open Access 
Publishing
 
DOIs.  93% of all ANU Press titles now have DOIs. 
Fabulous achievement Only 2003 and 2004 
remain to be completed.
 
Student publishing. Two great events this 
week were well attended - Anton van Rensburg is 
the Editor for the Adis journal Clinical 
Pharmacokinetics gave terrific insights into health 
and medicine publishing. 'Risks and tips for 
publishing in the new era' - Science publishing at 
ANU included a keynote presentation by Professor 
David Tscharke from the ANU College of Health 
and Medicine and panel discussion, moderated by 
Dr Estee Tee from the ANU College of Science. 
Panel members included Dr Robert Mun 
(Australian Research Council); Dr Stephanie 
Goodhew (ANU College of Health and Medicine); 
Dr Melanie Carmody (ANU College of Science) 
and Heather Jenks, Associate Director Libraries.
 
Open Monograph Initiative Report.  
The Association of American Universities, ARL, 
and the Association of University Presses jointly 
hosted a meeting of the TOME (Toward an Open 
Monograph Ecosystem) community
>> read more
 
Press and Library Directors 
Explore “A World Not Dependent 
on Sales”.  ARL and the Association of 
University Presses hosted the third meeting of 
press and library directors with reporting 
relationships (P2L3), focusing on the strength of 
the P2L community to sustain open access 
monograph publishing.
>> read more
 

 
 
Open Research
 
New in the repository

• Creating new words in 
Gamilaraay and Yuwaalaraay

• A Likelihood-Ratio Based 
Forensic Voice Comparison in 
Standard Thai

• Presumptions based on keyhole 
peeping

• Presumed photoreceptive cilia in 
a ctenophore

• Position of onset of fast phase in 
optokinetic nystagmus

•  
Keeping up to date
 
UC Davis Experiments with a New 
Textbook Model. An interview with Jason 
Lorgan, executive director of campus stores at 
@UCDavis, about the university's innovative new 
textbook-affordability program
>> read more
 
College & Research Libraries. 
September 2019 issue of College & Research 
Libraries is now freely available online. Articles 
include:

• Kyong Eun Oh and Mónica Colón-
Aguirre. “A Comparative Study of 
Perceptions and Use of Google 
Scholar and Academic Library 
Discovery Systems.”

 
RUSA. Now online, articles include:

• Information Literacy and Instruction: 
Embracing Informational and Archival 
Literacies: Challenges and Successes by 
Rebecca Hankins

 
Cost per Use Overvalues Journal 
Subscriptions. Curtis Kendrick, Dean of 
Libraries at Binghamton University, raises 
questions about whether cost-per-use is the 
appropriate metric for measuring the comparative 
value of library subscriptions. He posits that we 
can differentiate quality use from low quality use – 
not using citations but some unclear basis for 
discrimination.
>> read more
 
College & Research Libraries 
News.  The September 2019 issue of College 
& Research Libraries News (C&RL News) is now 
freely available online. Articles include:

• Yasmeen Shorish and Nathan Hall. 
"Creating the ACRL research agenda 
for scholarly communication: A move 
towards more open, equitable 
systems."

• Thura Mack and Savanna Draper. 
"Assessment and social change: 
Empowering underserved students to 
reimagine their future through STEM

• outreach."
 
Operationalizing the BIG Collective 
Collection. This new report by Lorcan 
Dempsey, Constance Malpas, and Mark Sandler is 
out now. Prepared in collaboration with the Big 
Ten Academic Alliance (BTAA) Library Initiatives, 
this report presents a framework for 
operationalizing the BTAA collective collection—a 
collection managed collaboratively across a 
network of libraries—and is focused specifically on 
the ”purchased” or print collection
>> read more
 
Advancing research into the 
humanities, arts and social 
sciences. The Australian Academy of the 
Humanities has welcomed the Department of 
Education’s move to expedite funding for a major 
feasibility study into investment and infrastructure 
needed to advance humanities, arts and social 
sciences research.
>> read more
 
How googly eyes solved one of 
today’s trickiest UX problems. This is 
brilliant – adding sounds and googly eyes 
transformed a robot at a library in Helsinki to a 
perceived helpful, friendly service. Robot abuse 
solved!
>> read more
 
2019 Library Design Showcase. 
American libraries annual celebration of new and 
renovated libraries has some very different entries 
this year.

>> read more
 
Pubfair – A Framework for 
Sustainable, Distributed, Open 
Science Publishing Services. COAR 
is inviting community feedback on the white paper 
authored by Tony Ross-Hellauer, Benedikt Fecher, 
Kathleen Shearer and Eloy Rodrigues. It provides 
the rationale and describes the high level 
architecture for an innovative publishing 
framework that positions publishing functionalities 
on top of the content managed by a distributed 
network of repositories.
>> read more
 
Will Libraries Help Publishers Prop 
Up the Value of the Big Deal? The 
value of the big deal has declined. Will libraries 
drive down its price -- or help publishers prop up 
its value?
>> read more
 
The Past and Future of the Internet: 
A Symposium for John Perry 
Barlow. For those of us that have been around 
for a while and remember the EFF many of these 
concepts will be familiar. This publication revisits 
the original essays and provided new insights.
>> read more
 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Student Scholarship. ALIA, 
in partnership with Charles Sturt University, is 
offering an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Student Scholarship for 2020, valued at $5000 
plus a one year ALIA student membership. This 
scholarship supports Aboriginal, Torres Strait 
Islander and South Sea Islander School of 
Information Studies students to gain ALIA 
Accredited Library and Information Science 
qualifications. Applications are now open and 
close on 5 February 2020.
>> read more

 

Privacy notifiable data breaches. 
The OAIC has released the Statistics Report: 1 
April to 30 June 2019. There were 245 
notifications.

>> read more
 
IFLA. IFLA: Eleven key sessions were live 
streamed, reaching thousands all across the 
globe. Complete recordings of these sessions are 
already available, at no cost to users.
A number of exciting announcements were 
introduced throughout the week—including 
the launch of IFLA’s transformative new 
Strategy and the introduction of major new 
features to the Global Vision Ideas Store.
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